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ExECuTiVE SuMMAry

Many IT organizations are struggling to cope with the ever-growing complexity of the IT infrastructure in today’s data centers.  

To compound this challenge, they must also balance the need to respond to pressure for delivering IT services faster and more 

cost effectively than ever before. As a result of these economic and staffing pressures, many organizations are seeking alternate 

service delivery and enterprise management approaches. These approaches can balance the need for control while reducing 

risk and increasing agility in providing cost-effective service delivery. 

Cloud computing is a model for convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources. 

Dynamically scalable resources are provisioned as a service over the Internet, with minimal management effort or service provider 

interaction. Cloud computing offers greater business agility, tighter cost control, and higher service availability.

Cloud computing, like many other great “inventions” over the last decade, has its roots in the Internet and is often targeted  

at individual users. When so targeted, such services are referred to as “public” clouds, which enable end users to consume 

various services without the need to worry about the hardware and software platform that powers those services. Providers 

of the services reap the benefits of standardized hardware and software configurations, automation of many administrative 

activities, and massively scalable and highly utilized computing infrastructure. These benefits translate to a lower unit price  

for delivery of IT services (both capital and operating expenses) and the ability to adapt to new business requirements —  

whether IT is delivering new services or optimizing the infrastructure based on business demand. 

For some time, this approach to computing and its benefits had been reserved for the largest service providers. These providers 

designed many of the operating environments from the ground up and without many of the complex enterprise requirements 

that face enterprise IT organizations.

Many leading IT organizations are adapting these original concepts for enterprise workloads. Enterprise cloud computing takes 

this strategy to the next level. It is an innovative and evolutionary approach to service delivery that augments cloud computing 

concepts and the design principles of public clouds with enterprise requirements. Examples of these requirements include security 

and compliance, as well as enterprise service, application, and infrastructure management.

While the promise of enterprise cloud computing is to deliver revolutionary benefits, it can also be viewed as a natural evolution 

of two key enabling technologies:

 » Business service Management (BsM) is a comprehensive and unified platform for running IT. This platform combines the 

service orientation of IT with integration, automation, and management of IT processes, business services, and applications, 

as well as the supporting infrastructure. BSM solutions closely align with industry best practice frameworks, such as the IT 

Infrastructure Library® (ITIL®), to manage the lifecycle of services.

 » Virtualization is also a key enabling technology for cloud computing. Virtualization provides workload abstraction and mobility 

to applications through virtual servers. 

The combination of BSM and virtualization grounds this new service-oriented delivery approach. The three main cloud deployment 

models — public, enterprise/private, and hybrid — all have the following characteristics: 

 » A self-service portal with different offerings 

 » A high degree of automation 

 » Efficient use of resources 

 » Rapid and flexible provisioning 

 » Measured services 

Public cloud providers will differentiate themselves based on the various service models that they offer and the constituents 

they target. The service models in the cloud are categorized as software as a service (SaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), and 

infrastructure as a service (IaaS). 
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Cloud computing gives IT organizations an alternative model for IT infrastructure and application sourcing and delivery. The 

concept of cloud computing is evolutionary, so organizations can integrate cloud computing into their existing IT infrastructures 

in an incremental fashion. The benefits are substantial. Clouds dramatically reduce the time required to change business services, 

enabling IT to be more responsive to the business. With private cloud computing, IT can also increase the visibility of the IT 

infrastructure, reduce operational costs, integrate with pay-as-you-go public cloud services, and deliver extra capacity when 

and where it is needed.

BSM plays a significant role in enabling enterprise cloud computing. It provides the platform for IT organizations and service 

providers to plan, deliver, manage, and govern IT services. As a result, BSM provides the automation that enables an extremely 

dynamic environment, which is essential to cloud computing, while still maintaining the control necessary to ensure high-quality 

service delivery, strong security, and strict compliance. 

BSM automates such processes as server provisioning and repurposing, event management, dynamic reconfiguration of IT 

infrastructure elements, and user self-service. With BSM, IT organizations can present a service catalog that categorizes 

services in tiers. Through a self-service portal, end users can access the catalog to request services and make changes to 

existing services. Orchestration capabilities automate the provisioning, de-provisioning, and updating of back-end resources  

to fulfill service requests.

This paper discusses the types of clouds and the advantages of cloud computing. It examines how BSM solutions enable  

IT to fully exploit the exciting potential of cloud computing to deliver cost-effective, high-quality, and secure IT services. 
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A GLANCE AT ThE CLOudS

The convergence of self-service, virtualization, and automation provides the technological foundation for cloud computing.  

Self-service portals enable service consumers (people and interfaces) to request services from providers. Virtualization 

enables the creation of resources that are independent of physical devices. Automation solutions provide the capability to 

execute and manage the creation, deletion, and movement of resources at high speed, while still retaining control. 

Figure 1. Cloud Computing Models

No matter what name is used to describe the cloud models, which are referenced in Figure 1, most of them have the characteristics 

of the three following types:

 » Private clouds, also referred to as enterprise clouds, are typically established by IT organizations to serve their internal constituents  

They represent the next evolutionary step up from virtualization to deliver highly automated, commoditized services to internal 

users. The enterprise/private cloud approach focuses on establishing a self-service portal with tiered services, along with 

managing the lifecycle of those services (provisioning, de-provisioning, etc.) and a higher utilization of company-owned 

computing resources matched to business demand.  
 

Because most organizations do not have unlimited resources, IT organizations must keep a delicate balance between maintain-

ing performance levels and achieving higher efficiency through more effective utilization of resources. This demonstrates the 

need for effective capacity management. With an enterprise/private cloud, for example, the enterprise retains the control and 

security of its environment while gaining the benefits of a highly virtualized, dynamic infrastructure. 

 » Public clouds are offered by service providers targeting small, medium-sized, and large enterprise customers. The computing 

resources can be considered essentially unlimited — with no upfront capital expenditures. The resources are completely 

“elastic” in matching demand with associated variable pricing. Elastic means that a user can create, launch, and terminate 

server instances as needed. An advantage of this model is the elastic expense model for seemingly unlimited and immediately 

available public cloud services. Public cloud service offerings may not, however, be the best choice for many organizations 

based on their requirements around security, service levels, or application needs.
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 » Hybrid clouds combine private clouds and variable, infinitely elastic public cloud services into a single, integrated, and managed 

cloud environment. The hybrid cloud gives the organization the flexibility to trade off challenges with benefits to meet specific 

business requirements. It has the potential to enable organizations to help augment their existing infrastructure with one that 

is variable in scale and cost. Establishing a robust private/enterprise cloud solution provides a solid foundation for creating 

services that can be delivered internally, using on-premise resources, as well as for offering the ability to take advantage of 

services delivered from a public cloud.

Although many service providers differentiate their services, there are generally these three main categories for the types of 

services being offered. For example, with public clouds, security and compliance are the responsibilities of the provider, rather 

than the IT organization, and the requirements vary widely among providers. Consequently, IT must ensure that its procedures 

for ordering services from external providers specify the required parameters for security and compliance and also ensure  

that the services ordered meet these parameters.

IT can leverage cloud computing to deliver three major types of service offerings:

 » Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) — Delivers raw computing resources — including servers, network equipment, memory, 

CPU, disk space, and data center facilities — as a service. These services are typically targeted at system administrators  

and developers, who then can layer applications on top of these resources as they see fit. An example would be Amazon  

Web Services.

 » Platform as a service (PaaS) — Delivers a programming platform as a service. These services are typically targeted at 

developers who are looking to build new applications for the cloud. Examples include Microsoft Azure and Force.com. 

 » Software as a service (SaaS) — Delivers “finished” application services to business users, such as those for enterprise 

resource planning or sales force automation services. Examples include Salesforce.com, Success Factors, or Concur.

Many enterprise IT organizations are consumers of these three models, but they are also looking at establishing IaaS for  

their internal use. 

BeneFiTs oF CLoud CoMpuTing
Cloud computing helps ensure lower, more predictable costs in a variety of ways. It enables companies to avoid capital expenses 

through higher utilization of physical resources. That eliminates the need to overprovision resources with purchases that address 

peak-only demand. Cloud computing also lowers operating expenses by reducing administrative and support overhead through 

automation. It reduces acquisition, power, cooling, and space costs because less hardware is needed. With cloud computing, 

organizations can move from a fixed-cost IT model to a structure that is variable and consumption-based and provides pay-as- 

you-go costing with usage metering. 

Another major benefit of cloud computing is that it increases IT’s agility in meeting business needs by drastically reducing the 

time required to change the IT infrastructure in response to business demands. New virtual servers can be quickly created  

and deployed to meet new business requirements. The cloud infrastructure can adapt in near real time to accommodate 

changing workloads.

Cloud computing also offers higher scalability in that it provides elastic capacity. The resources in the cloud can be viewed 

as a pool of unlimited resources that can be quickly deployed, reclaimed, and redeployed to deliver capacity quickly, wherever 

and whenever it is needed. Consequently, services can be accessed from anywhere at any time to satisfy any computing need. 

Finally, cloud computing empowers users by allowing them to request services on their own, through self-service capabilities.

ChaLLenges
Like any innovation, while cloud computing delivers significant benefits, it also poses challenges. The IT staff must provide the 

same levels of service quality and control in the cloud environment as in the traditional physical environment. That means 

ensuring service and support delivery at agreed-upon levels and maintaining strict compliance, security, and privacy.

Yet the cloud environment is far more complex and dynamic than the traditional dedicated physical environment. There are 

many more servers to manage because of the ability to rapidly create virtual servers. Cloud services are continually being 

created, moved among physical resources, and retired.
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In addition, the enterprise cloud environment may include services from a variety of external providers, greatly increasing  

the number of vendors for IT to manage. These external services may be consumed outside of the normal IT process and 

governance requirements. That situation could increase risk, such as the risk of software license violations and the risk  

of noncompliance.

The resulting cloud environment is far more difficult to manage. It requires a new approach to managing IT services. What  

the business demands from IT — responsiveness, cost-effectiveness, compliance, and choices based on need — has not 

fundamentally changed. How IT responds to these demands, however, must fundamentally change.

To meet the challenge of cloud computing, IT must transition from an infrastructure-oriented approach to a service-oriented 

approach for service delivery and management. This includes providing a catalog of standardized IT services and supporting 

self-service and automated provisioning of standardized services. In addition, it’s important to integrate IT processes and tools 

end-to-end and be able to support multiple service sourcing options.

Cloud computing also requires IT to perform continuous resource optimization. That means managing service levels across 

applications and a virtual infrastructure, striving for full utilization of the IT infrastructure and allocating resources based on 

business needs.

Compliance with security-related issues is very important in the cloud. IT must ensure that information, data ownership, and 

billing/accounting information are secure. In addition, it is also critical to protect the physical storage of information and be 

aware of where the vendor’s infrastructure is located. This is particularly significant because some countries do not allow  

you to move certain data outside of their countries due to privacy and security issues.

That’s why IT must gain the control, visibility, and assurance necessary to effectively manage the virtualized IT infrastructure, 

and this need must extend to public clouds and public cloud vendors. 

 » Control — Ensure that all processes (change, release, provisioning, and de-provisioning) are performed in compliance with internal 

policies and external regulations. For example, IT must ensure that only standard configurations are deployed. Service and 

support quality must be maintained at agreed-upon levels through effective service level management. IT must also ensure 

compliance with software license agreements. In addition, IT and procurement need to address issues related to “shadow IT,” 

where the lines of businesses are directly acquiring IT services and burying the costs within their business units. That situation 

makes it difficult for IT to understand the true cost of services. IT organizations also need to focus on controlling accounting 

related to licenses. This may be more difficult to track because licenses in the cloud may need to be updated more frequently.

 » Visibility — Maintain a comprehensive view of all resources and their relationships, tracking movement of virtual resources, 

mapping virtual to physical resources, and mapping physical and virtual resources to the services they support. When leveraging 

public cloud resources, visibility needs to extend to the services being delivered through those public clouds. Visibility also 

requires the ability to accurately forecast and track the cost of delivering services, and to track compliance, such as through 

the generation of audit reports.

 » assurance — Provide proactive performance management and extensive capacity planning and management capabilities to ensure 

that service performance and availability are maintained at agreed-upon service levels.

Because public cloud service providers deliver services using their own private clouds, they face similar system management 

challenges as organizations that use the providers’ services. Many providers will face an even more tightly defined and stringent 

set of service agreements and contracts than their customers and will usually incur higher penalties for nonconformance.
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dyNAMiC BuSiNESS SErViCE MANAGEMENT PrOVidES ThE CLOud MANAGEMENT ANSwEr

Dynamic BSM is an IT management platform that aligns the IT supply chain with business demand in real-time through 

on-demand provisioning and de-provisioning of services, ongoing optimization of resources according to tiered classes  

of service, and policy-based automation. Alignment is achieved also through comprehensive service management processes 

and support for physical, virtual, cloud computing, and mainframe environments. With Dynamic BSM, IT organizations can  

integrate and optimize their IT processes to support business services and applications across private and public clouds  

with existing virtual and physical environments. As a result, IT can implement cloud computing incrementally at the pace  

best suited to the organization’s needs and resources. 

Keep in mind that you cannot address the challenges of the cloud solely by adding more physical infrastructure. You need  

IT management software that is connected to both IT and business service objectives. To permit effective management of  

IT environments that include cloud computing, BSM solutions must provide important core capabilities that enable IT  

organizations to establish private and hybrid clouds as the next generation of automated and virtualized data centers.  

Solutions that provide these capabilities permit self-service requesting and fulfillment of cloud resources and services to  

users. In addition, the solutions automate the orchestration, provisioning, service changes, monitoring, and management  

of cloud resources. They enable IT to set and manage tiered service levels for a diverse cloud customer set and accurately 

forecast and track the cost of delivering services in the cloud environment.

Figure 2 describes how Dynamic BSM simplifies and automates Hybrid IT. What is Hybrid IT? The modern data center 

delivers business services through a combination of on-premise resources, outsourcing, public clouds, managed services,  

and remotely delivered services, such as software-as-a-service. All data centers are hybrid to at least some extent. The  

only difference is the degree of hybridization. 

Figure 2. Dynamic BSM Simplifies and Automates Hybrid IT
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orChesTraTion and auToMaTion
BSM solutions provide a unified automation and management capability that encompasses all IT resources — physical, virtual, 

and cloud. The solutions provide operational automation that enables the highly dynamic virtual environment. This includes 

automating the discovery of physical and virtual resources and their relationships; automating the provisioning, de-provisioning, 

and update of physical and virtual servers; and automating the movement of virtual resources among physical resources. 

Automation must be policy-based to ensure the use of best-practice processes, such as those outlined in ITIL. Policy-based 

automation also ensures the deployment of standard configurations. In addition, it ensures compliance, security, and privacy.

The BSM solutions can be used to orchestrate automation to enable end-to-end automation of processes. Here’s an example: 

A user submits a service request that requires the provisioning of a virtual server. This triggers an 

orchestrated sequence of actions. if the environment requires a formal request for change (rFC),  

then the change request is routed for approval. The approval may be automatic for certain changes.  

A virtual server and associated applications are built and provisioned with a standard configuration.  

The virtual server is then placed in the correct resource pool based on business and technical  

characteristics. The server is verified for successful provisioning. All pertinent activities are logged 

for compliance audit. The change request is closed. The change is automatically recorded in a configu

ration management database (CMdB).

uniFied and ModuLar ManageMenT
Another key requirement is that the BSM solutions provide a unified management capability that encompasses all IT resources. 

This includes virtual and physical resources, as well as heterogeneous platforms — such as Windows, UNIX®, and Linux® servers —  

and mainframes. (A heterogeneous platform capability requires the integration of BSM solutions with hardware and software 

platform vendors.) Heterogeneous virtualization technologies — such as Windows, VMware, RedHat, Solaris™, and AIXL® — also 

need to be considered. Finally, the unified management capability must encompass public clouds by extending process models 

and automation to enable safe and efficient use of external cloud services. That capability requires BSM solutions that can be 

deployed remotely to infrastructure and platform services delivered by external clouds.

Different organizations face various pain points and business priorities with respect to service management. Consequently, BSM 

solutions must also be modular to give each organization the flexibility to approach BSM in the cloud environment based on its 

specific situation. This flexibility permits IT to address services based on business priorities and problem areas, such as change 

management, incident and problem management, and asset management. Modularity enables IT to bring the cloud environment 

into the BSM platform in an incremental fashion, adding value with each step.

FuLL LiFeCyCLe ManageMenT oF serViCes
BSM solutions should enable IT to manage the entire service lifecycle in the dynamic, virtualized cloud environment with the 

same level of control as in the static physical environment, as shown in Figure 3. That requires the ability to do the following:

 » Request and support — Provide a self-service portal with a catalog of services for employees and customers to use in 

requesting and modifying services. Establish a service catalog with tiered classes of service offerings and prices.

 » Build the requested services using standardized and virtualized components and resources — Automate policy-based service 

provisioning and de-provisioning that closely integrate with change, release, and configuration management processes.  

As a part of the “build” process, services can be instrumented for management.

 » Monitor and operate — Proactively monitor application and infrastructure performance to ensure high-quality service  

delivery and support. Optimize infrastructure resources based on performance and capacity management.
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 » Provide governance and planning capabilities to ensure business and operational effectiveness while managing risk — 

Continuously audit the cloud environment for operational, security, and regulatory compliance. Provide customers with  

IT financial transparency by measuring cost of service delivery and provide usage accounting and billing for IT services.

 » Provide heterogeneous cloud management — In order to provide enterprise IT organizations with the ability to select the 

appropriate technology platform, hardware infrastructure, and external cloud providers, BSM solutions must deliver 

comprehensive management functionality that can leverage multiple vendors and technology options. The solutions  

must permit effective management of all IT resources (physical, virtual, and cloud) across the full service stack (appli- 

cations, virtual resources, and physical resources).

 » Extend existing management environments — Since the majority of IT processes and business services span technology  

silos, it is critical for any cloud management solution to easily extend and integrate with system and service management 

solutions. In many cases, the IT processes need to be optimized to cater to the unique characteristics of a cloud environ- 

ment, such as dynamic resource management or asset management.

Figure 3. Cloud Lifecycle Reference Model
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Virtualization as an on-ramp to EntErprisE Cloud Computing
According to leading analysts, about 80 percent of IT organizations are consolidating their physical infrastructures, mainly 

through virtualization. Organizations typically adopt virtualization and cloud computing in an incremental fashion, moving up  

in maturity in three steps, as shown in Figure 4. It’s important to note that not all applications and workloads lend themselves  

to virtualization and cloud computing. Each use case must be evaluated from an economic and quality-of-service standpoint.

As a result, many data centers will have a diversity of computing models that include traditional dedicated physical re-

sources, virtualized resources, private clouds, and public clouds. The BSM solution must support IT organizations as they  

move up in virtualization adoption by allowing the management of a combination of computing models with a single, unified 

management solution.

Adopt a “virtual-first” policy, with new hardware on an 
exception basis
Optimize processes and tools for virtual environment

Adopt a unified management solution for virtual and 
physical environment

Implement performance management

Figure 4. Virtualization Customer Maturity Profile

Virtualization is often the core enabling technology and building block for cloud computing. That puts virtualization management 

at the heart of service management in the cloud-computing environment. Consequently, BSM solutions can be used to provide 

the full lifecycle management of virtual resources, including planning, delivery, operation, and control. That management capability 

can permit IT to strike a balance between agility and control.

Specific BSM virtualization management functionality should include the following:

 » Automatic discovery of heterogeneous virtual environments and application dependencies

 » Orchestration and automation of virtualization administration tasks

 » Dynamic linking of business services and applications to the virtual infrastructure

 » Predictive intelligence across virtual and physical environments

 » Management of service levels across physical and virtual resources

 » Heterogeneous capacity management (physical to virtual, virtual to physical)

 » Effective change release management for virtual environments

 » Effective asset management of virtual assets

 » Software license management for dynamic environment
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inTegraTed enVironMenT
IT organizations can benefit from BSM solutions that support management of the full service lifecycle, which requires tight 

integration of the solutions. Integration enables IT to implement integrated end-to-end processes that span multiple groups, 

both within and across IT disciplines. Process integration supports the groups to work closely together for greater visibility  

and seamless workflow. Here are some examples: 

 » Integrating orchestration and automation solutions with virtualization and cloud platforms in order to provision, configure, and 

manage virtual resources across hypervisor and cloud vendors

 » Integrating service desk processes with change management processes to keep the service desk informed of planned, in-process, 

and successfully completed changes — This integration also gives the change management team visibility into change 

consequences, such as incidents and problems, due to improperly executed changes.

 » Integrating availability and performance, event, and impact solutions with service desk solutions to take a proactive approach  

to incident and problem management — For example, a proactive operations solution may automatically generate incident 

tickets embedded with rich impact information when it detects problematic conditions, alerting the service desk to problems 

before users become aware of them.

 » Integrating change management processes with configuration management and release management processes to ensure 

compliance — This integration also permits implementation of end-to-end change processes that include planning,  

automatic distribution, and automatic verification of successful change completion.

 » Using a service request management solution to permit users to serve themselves in requesting services and allowing IT to fulfill  

the requests either automatically or semi-automatically — Integrating the service request management solution with change 

management, configuration management, and release management solutions ensures that all requests are fulfilled 

according to internal policies and external regulations. 

Process integration requires that all solutions work with accurate and consistent data. A well-architected CMDB not only 

provides a strong foundation for solution integration but also allows the solutions to share data. To speed the time to value,  

the solutions should integrate out-of-the-box with the CMDB, leverage data already gathered by previously implemented 

solutions, and contribute new data that can be leveraged by other solutions.

It’s also important to integrate processes, such as automatic provisioning, across enterprise/private and public clouds. This 

integration permits IT to optimize hybrid IT infrastructure deployments.1 Process integration enables IT to holistically manage 

physical, virtual, and cloud environments. This helps IT further reduce cost and complexity by using an integrated and unified  

set of management solutions.

CONCLuSiON

The advantages of cloud computing are substantial and include lower and more predictable costs, avoidance of capital outlays, 

greater agility, higher scalability, and increased user empowerment. With cloud computing, IT can dramatically increase its 

value contribution to the business.

But IT organizations cannot forget their existing environment and simply jump into the cloud. They need to take an evolutionary —  

rather than a revolutionary — approach. That means identifying key target applications and infrastructure that are suitable for 

private or public clouds and then developing a strategy to adopt cloud computing incrementally. This also means addressing the 

areas of greatest payback opportunity first and ensuring that cloud computing initiatives play along with non-cloud workloads.  

As a result of this approach, IT will have to manage a complex and highly diverse environment that includes private or hybrid clouds, 

virtualized resources, and traditional dedicated physical resources. 

BSM and its supporting technologies offer an approach that enables IT to meet the challenge of cloud computing. BSM solutions 

provide a unified, modular platform for service management in the evolving cloud environment. These solutions are integrated 

and provide a high level of visibility and automation that enable IT to manage virtualized resources and services across their 

entire lifecycles.
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With the right strategy, and with focused execution, IT organizations can leverage cloud computing principles to increase their 

agility and significantly reduce their cost of service delivery. What’s more, IT can still maintain effective control and governance 

to meet agreed-upon service levels, as well as continuous compliance with internal policies and external regulations. With 

Dynamic BSM, IT can realize the potential of cloud computing and apply the same level of service management capabilities, 

automation, and control to business services hosted across private, hybrid, and public cloud environments alongside the 

existing physical and virtual infrastructure.

For more information about a comprehensive set of solutions from BMC for planning, operating, and optimizing a cloud 

environment, visit www.bmc.com/cloud 
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Business Runs on IT. IT Runs on BMC Software.
Business thrives when IT runs smarter, faster, and stronger. That’s why the most demanding IT organizations in the world  

rely on BMC Software across both distributed and mainframe environments. Recognized as the leader in Business Service 

Management, BMC provides a comprehensive and unified platform that helps IT organizations cut cost, reduce risk, and drive 

business profit. For the four fiscal quarters ended March 31, 2010, BMC revenue was approximately $1.91 billion. 

Visit www.bmc.com for more information.
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